
Physiol-15B3 What affect does placing a patient in the right lateral position have on 
lung ventilation and perfusion? 
 
Healthy awake patient in the RIGHT lateral position 
 
In the erect healthy awake spontaneously breathing patient, 
 top of lung = non-dependent ≈ West zone 2 
 bottom of lung = dependent ≈ West zone 3 
 
When patient is in right lateral position, the direction of action of gravity on lungs 
changes such that, 
 LEFT lung = non-dependent  behaves like the upper zones of erect lung 
 RIGHT lung = dependent  behaves like the lower zones of erect lung 
 
Overall, FRC is reduced in the lateral position compared to erect (due to pressure from 
abdominal contents) but greater than in the supine position 
 

 
 
Thus, RIGHT (dependent) lung has 

- more ventilation 
- more perfusion (due to gravity) 
- reduced expansion (thus sits on a more compliant part of the PV curve) 

than the LEFT (non-dependent) lung 
Overall, the V/Q matching is largely preserved in this situation 
  



Anaesthetised patient in the right lateral position 
 

 
 
Induction of anaesthesia reduces muscle tone resulting in 

- cephalad displacement of diaphragm 
- reduction in FRC 
- changes in position on the lung compliance curve 

o dependent RIGHT lung less compliant  ↓V 
o non-dependent LEFT lung more compliant  ↑V 

 
Thus, there is significant change to ventilation (but minimal change to perfusion) 

- ventilation – RIGHT < LEFT 
- perfusion – RIGHT > LEFT 
- ∴ significant V/Q mismatch 

 
The above effects are exaggerated by muscle relaxant 
 
Positive pressure two lung ventilation with open chest 
 
When the chest is opened 

 expansion of LEFT (non-dependent) lung is less restricted by the chest wall 
 increase compliance of LEFT lung 
 significant increase in ventilation of LEFT lung 
 V/Q matching becomes even worse (more dead space ventilation) 
 

One lung ventilation 
 
Cessation of ventilation to LEFT (non-dependent) results in: 

- RIGHT lung receives major portion of ventilation and perfusion 
- marked improvement in V/Q matching 



- obligatory shunt through LEFT (non-dependent) lung 
- hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction in LEFT lung reduces size of shunt 

 
HPV is governed by 

- inhibited by hypocapnia, enhanced by hypercapnia 
- inhibited by vasodilators (e.g. GTN, SNP, CCB, salbutamol) 
- maximal at normal PA pressures 
- maximal at normal PvO2 

 
Additional Information 
 
Table from Nunn’s re: differential ventilation in the lateral position under various 
situations 

 
 
Examiner’s Comments 
 
The question assumed that the person is breathing spontaneously with the right side 
down. Candidates needed to discuss changes to ventilation, perfusion, compliance, and 
FRC in both lungs. These were best considered using separate heading. 
 
Perfusion and ventilation are both increased to the dependent lung by about 10%, with 
better V/Q matching as well. There is increased compliance in the dependent lung as the 
lung tissue is less expanded. The dependent lung corresponds more to west zone three, 
the non-dependent to west zone two.  
 
Extra marks were awarded for: increased ventilation to the nondependent lung in 
anaesthetised/paralysed people, changes with open chest, hypoxic pulmonary 
vasoconstriction, blood gas changes, time constants, and more detailed information 
on the main points. 
 
Many candidates spent a lot of time detailing V/Q relationships and west zones in the 
upright position, without relating this to the lateral position, making it difficult to gain 
marks.  


